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Russian Christianity Celebrated
Professors Discuss Millennium

The Image of Fairfield

New Townhouse
Director
Appointed
AnnMarie Puckhaber
Assistant News Editor

Robert H. Johansen
Staff Writer
On Wednesday, September 14,
the Fairfield University History Departament presented a lecture entitled "Gorbachev's USSR." The
evening was hosted by two Fairfield professors, Dr. Daniel Buczek
and Dr. Ed Dew. It was the first in
a series of presentations celebrating the thousandth anniversary of
the Russian Orthodox Chruch.
Professor Buczek was the first
speaker. Buczek described the
arrival of Christianity to the
Ukraine in 988 as the "single most
historical Russian event," placing
its importance above the influence
of Marx and Stalin. Buczek pictured the early Russian Church as
having a "peculiar type of spirituality." The church, governed by
Greeek Bishops, was "essentially
a peasant church."
Buczek portrayed the Russian
Church on a political level inwhich
the church and state are related.
The church recognizes the state as
the ruler and is compatible with the
state as long as the state does not
prosecute it. Buczek described the
present Russian Church as attempt-

ing to rebel against the rule of the
state.
The second speaker of the night
was Professor Dew. He described
a Russia suffering negative economic growth and falling economic trade. Dew predicts that
"little will come from Perestroika
and Glasnost " because he believes Gorbachev's changes may
fail. Dew stated that Gorbachev's
plan to slacken government control of the economy is resisted by
the labor force, which fears the
lose ofjobs. Presently, as a result
of government control, there is
complete job security.
Professor Dew's oral presentation was followed by a video
that he filmed this summer. The
film showed many cultural aspects of Russia which ranged from
tourist attractions to food markets. The film also presented a
look at several Russian monuments.
In the discussion period that
followed, two important points
were talked about. The first was
about the religious situation in
Russia. Anyone in a position of
religious leadership is less likely
to receive a better job than some-

Minority Scholarships
Granted
Tom Rhatigan
Staff Writer
This year, thirteen minority
students from Connecticut are attending Fairfield University as a
result of a new scholarship that
will cover the full amount of their
financial needs.
The Rev. John LaFarge, S.J.
Scholarship is available to minority students from Connecticut who
are accepted to Fairfield and qualify for financial aid. Paul Marchelli, director of financial aid at
Fairfield, said that the scholarship
will use state and federal funds
along with University funding to
meet the full financial needs of
law-income minority students.
"It's something I've been
asking for, " said Larri Mazon,
Director of Minority Relations and
Student Academic Support Services. "It's the first step of a major,
effort to make Fairfield University
a more diverse college."
This scholarship is more
than financial aid, however. This is
a comprehensive program in which
the student is provided with as much
counseling and academic support
as needed. "It's a complete program of student support services,"
Mazon added. " The" counselors
well monitor the students and their
progress, in order to help them
adjust to life at Fairfield."
Dr. Robert Stepsis, Academic Vice President, said the
scholarship, which could amount

to as much as $ 14,000 for an individual, "demonstrates a very
strong commitment on the part of
Fairfield to attract and retain
minority students."
The Rev. John LaFarge S.J.
Scholarship represents a major
step in an effort, begun by Rev.
Aloysius P. Kelly, S.J., when he
was named President in 1979, to
increase student financial aid and
minority enrollment.
This year at Fairfield there
was a 48% increase in minority
applications. There are 131 minority students attending Fairfield
now, up from 100 students last
year," Mazon said.
The scholarship is named
after a Jesuit priest who worked
for racial justice. Father LaFarge
worked for missionaries in southern Maryland in the early 20th
century. An interest in racial issues prompted him to write several books on the subject including
InterracialJustice: A Study ofthe
Catholic Doctrine of Race Relations.
He helped found the New
York Catholic Interracial Council, and received such honors as
the World Brotherhood Award of
New York City, the American
Liberties Medallion of the American Jewish Committee and the
Peace Award of the Catholic
Association for International
Peace as well. Father LaFarge
died in 1963 at the age of 83.

Dr. David Buczek
(Photo by Rich Nunziante)
one who is not a religious leader.
The second point debated who
should celebrate the millennial of
the Russian Chnrch. Russians who
live in the Ukraine believe it is their
celebration alone because Christianity was first established in the
Ukraine. Others outside the Ukraine
believe the millennial of the Rus-

sian Church should be celebrated
by all of Russia.
Several other presentations will
be made to celebrate the thousandth
year of the Russian church. These
include a musical presentation and
an exhibit in Nyselius Library of
Russian and Ukrainian secular and
religious items.

Bright Future for Nursing
Predicted
PR - Dr. Phyllis Porter thinks the School of Nursing with its nursing
corner has finally been turned in re- simulation laboratory, multi-mecruiting high school seniors for dia facilities and computer room.
She knows the nursing shortnursing. As dean of Fairfield
University's School of Nursing, she age is a long range problem, but
saw the number of incoming nurs- says "the ongoing gap only sells
ing students this year increase by the profession more."
better than 50 percent.
One result of the nursing shortWhile she admits to a vigorous age has been an increase in salacampaign to attract students to ries. "Depending on the region of
Fairfield's baccalaureate program, the country, starting salaries range
she thinks other factors are at work. from $24,000 to $30,000 and are
"There seems to be a significant expected to continue to increase,"
increase in the numbers of high according to Dean Porter.
school students who express an inIn addition, efforts are being
terest in nursing. I think all the pub- made to make work situations more
licity about a shortage in nursing is attractive. For instance, hospitals
helping us."
- seeking nursing support on weekDean Porter's point is borne out ends have offered to pay a 40-hour
by reports which she requested salary for two 12-hour shifts in
during the past two years, from the certain specified areas, when a
College Entrance Examination nurse is willing to work three out
Board located in Princeton, NJ. "We of four weekends a month. And
asked them to do a search of those some hospitals reportedly are givstudents taking the college admis- ing serious consideration to initiasion exams from a set geographical tion daycare programs as a way to
region who held a certain rank within attract nurses who have young
their classes and had achieved a children.
Dean Porter points out some
certain level on the SATs. Using the
same parameters for both years, the other advantages in the nursing
number of students who expressed profession:
Job Security - the need for nurses
an interest in nursing increased from
ensures that nursing graduates will
2,300 to 3,300."
Sitting in her office on the Fair- have an excellent selection of profield University campus, it is evi- fessional opportunities.
Mobility - the national licensdent that Dean Porter believes
strongly in the nursing profession. ing examination process makes it
Along with the bookshelves filled possible for nurses to practice their
with nursing textbooks and jour- profession wherever they live in
nals, there is a pin hanging from a the United States.
Flexibility - nurses are able to
lamp with a heart shape proclaiming, "I love nursing." On a wall is a arrange their work around personal
plaque commemorating the day in schedules, whether it involves a
1976 when Dean Porter helped break shift in hours or even leaving a job
ground for the new and modern for a time.

Patty Christiano is the new
Townhouse Director for Fairfield
University. She was appointed to
the position on July 1,1988. Christiano came to Fairfield after spending two years at Syracuse University as a complex director. *
Christiano is responsible for
supervising the entire townhouse
area, as well as, working with the
Head Residents and Resident
Advisors of the various dormitories.
One new policy being enforced
in the townhouses this semester by
Christiano is that at least one
member from every townhouse
must attend an Alcohol Awareness
Liability Seminar. The seminars
are being given by Christiano and
Barry Vesciglio, Substance Abuse
Counselor, throughout September.
Christiano recognizes the
townhouses as a "party section" of
campus. She hopes the seminars
will caution upperclassmen on
serving minors and promote responsible drinking. Christiano says
her goal is to "stress
independent responsible living."
Another goal Christiano has set
forherselfthissemesteristo"build
up the townhouses as a community." She is working with Fairfield University Townhouse Association (FUTA) to get programming in the townhouses. Christiano would like to see an "atmosphere of community" in the
townhouses similar to that found
in the dormitories.
Christiano says that no major
repairs were necessary in the
townhouses this summer except
for a lot of painting. She encourages townhouse members to report
any damages or problems as they
arise.
Variety - nurses may choose
specialty areas such as maternity,
psychiatry, surgery, and oncology,
and they may expand their boundaries to administration, teaching and
management.
Because of the great variety in
nursing, Dean Porter explains, "the
career kind of unfolds with you. If
you grow weary of one segment of
nursing, you can turn the page and
go on in a different direction."
In addition to the many practical reasons for choosing nursing as
a career, Dean Porter still believes
the number one reason is to serve
people in need. "Nursing offers us
the opportunity to participate with
people during the most important
times of their lives, whether it' s the
birth of a baby, a father undergoing
a coronary bypass, or a daughter
fighting breast cancer. It's a very
intimate profession and I still consider it a God-given privilege to be
there."
Due to production difficulties,
this week's Mirror has been
published on a Friday. As of next
week, regular Thursday publication will be resumed.
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Training Offered to Business
Community
PR - In a new cooperative venture, Stamford-based Learning
International and the Management
Training Institute at Fairfield University will offer two courses at the
University's Center for Financial
:Studies/stajtUigjrA.October—-.
Professional Selling Skills III,
a three-day program, will be held
Oct. 5-7 and March 28-30. Problem Analysis and Decision Making, a two-day program, will be
held Nov. 2-3 and April 19^20,. .
To launch the cooperative effort, the Management Training
Institute will host a breakfast forum on Oct. 19 at the Center for Financial Studies. The forum, "The
.Middle Manager's Role in. Translating Your Company's Vision Into
..Bottom-Lihe: Results," will--be
presented' by Carole Broadus,
dirctor of training: education at
Learning International.. /;,
'.. "Although our programs are<
offered in 18 countries and in eight
languages, we don'Lwant to lose
sight of the community that is our
home," said Marcia Heath, director of marketing communications
at Learning International, which
will be making its first cooperative
venture with a uhiversitv.

"Our objective is to serve area
corporate needs by combining our
research and training expertise with
the Institute's complementary
curriculumandbeautiful facilities,"
Heath added.
The Center for Financial Studies was selected as one of the eight
best conference centers in the
country in a survey by a national
trade publication.
Professional Selling Skills III is
ascientific system of selling, coaching and in-depth follow-up for sales
people at every level. It stresses
skills that can be used immediately
and have been identified by research as critical to sales success.
Problem'Analysis and Decision
Making will help managers recognize opportunities and make decisions in today's demanding environment. The program will show
managers how to respond to volatile market forces and improve
communication and team building. .
Valerie Held, director of the
Management Training Institute, is
also enthusiastic about the new
program. "Both of our organizations are customer-focused ventures that seek to Drovide the high-

est quality training to our clients.
We have created this cooperative
venture to better meet the needs of
our customers in southwestern
Connecticut," Held said.
Learning International, a TimesMirror company with headquarters in Stamford and offices in
London and Toronto, is a worldwide leader in sales, service, management and supervisory training.
During the past 28 years, the
company has trained more than
three million people in thousands
of organizations, inducing 427 of
the Fortune 500 companies.
The Management Training Institute, a division of Fairfield's
School of Continuing Education,
specializes in contract and custom
management development programs for business. The Institute
provides training to a wide range
of companies in 10 states. Programs are given at the client's site
or in the Center for Financial Studies on the Fairfield campus.
For more information about the
breakfast forum and the programs,
call the Management Training
Institute at (203) 254-4170 or
Learning International at (203)
965-8400.

Corporate Program Initiated
PR-A management training

stitute based at the Center for Fi-

2-day core classes on basic man-

program paralleling the programs

nancial Studies at Fairfield, said

agement skills, managing people,

that large corporations offer to their

the new curriculum was organized

communication skills and produc-

employees has been organized by

after representatives of Fortune 500

ing results with others. Partici-

the Management Training Insti-

companies as well as medium and

pants then select four of the seven

tute at Fairfield University.

small-sized companies explained

developmental classes, one and

their training concerns.

two-day sessions that focus on key

Starting this fall, the Institute
will combine 10 one and two-day

"There is a need for a sequential

professional skills. Two required

seminars and workshops into a

program that builds on skills. It is

application courses, which empha-

formal, two-year program designed

the best vehicle to prepare manag-

size the integration of the manage-

to enhance management skills.

ers to take on more responsibility

ment skills into decision making,

and to lead the company effec-

complete the training.

The courses will lead to a diploma of Management Proficiency

tively," Held said.
• The program is designed for

Sept. 15, from 7-9 p.m. by the

plete the course within two years.

managers and supervisors with up

Management Training Institute, a

The updates will be one-day ses-

to five years of experience who are

component

sions consisting of a series of hour-

in companies that do not offer in-

University's School of Continuing

long classes.

house training.

Education.

_

On the Presidential
Campaign Trail, Michael
Dukakis is focusing on
health care while George
Bush plays on patriotic
themes. Bush carried the
flag of his candidacy to a
flag factory in New Jersey,
where he offered a promise to build "an America
that inspires," which includes requiring teachers
to lead students in the
Pledge of Allegiance.

Write for
the
Mirror!

of

Fairfield

The curriculum starts with four

The AP Wire
Dukakis is calling for legislation that would provide
health coverage for every
America, working or not.
A report in "The
Wahington Times" says
the Soviets might try to
upstage the launch of the
US space shuttle "Discovery" by launching their first
shuttle before Discovery.
Expert Sauders Kramer
says the chances of this
actually happening are "all
by zero." Discovery is
scheduled to lift off Sept.
29.
The government says
the economy has been
growing strongly, largely

Cheers to the deli for opening... service with a smile
and a remedy for late night
munchies... to the new campus ministry team... to great
parties at the Townhouses including^,123,151,and 144,
twice... to the upcoming flag
football season... nothing like
a chance to relive high school
glories... to the beginning of
rugby season... to the
Loudhouse, the Caddyshack,
and the Limit... to the group
Zamboni at TH 32... you guys
should go into the caroet
cleaning business... to the
opening of the Stags baseball
season... to waterfights in the
quad... nothing like good
clean fun... to freshmen who
can't be picked out of a
crowd... to sober people who
take less sober people to
McDonalds when the midnight munchies take their
toll... to being back at
school... to a decrease in fire
alarms... we deserve the extra sleep... to the tremendous
turnout at the Mirror general meeting... to friends who
send mail... it sure feels great
to be missed instead of dissed...

i Boos to the Fairfield Police for having nothing better
to do on a Saturday night
than harass party goers... was
it really necessary to break
outthe barking dogs of war?...
give Rin Tin Tin the night
off... to empty refrigerators...
to Seilers,for trying to pass
off "frozen egg product" as
scrambled eggs... Yuck... to
Security, for no reason in
particular... to large amounts
of homework and tests already... to bad television reception... to people who
wander into the Mirror office asking for the deli... get
a grip... to equipment that is
constantly malfunctioning,
to non-Fairfield people who
crash beach parties and start
unnecessary fights... to Guns
and Roses... not a sweet child
of mine, thank you... to the
colds and hayfever around
campus... to extreme temperatures at the library... to
the rocket scientists who
played with matches on
Campion II... our parents like
us better when we're not
charred around the edges,
to the extreme shortage of
parking on campus...

Writing Course Offered

updates for participants who com-

Valerie Held, director of the In-

Boooos

An orientation to explain the
program will be held Thursday,

and include yearly4management

Cheers

because of exports. The
Commerce Department
reports the gross national
product expanded at an
annual rate of three percent in the April - June
quarter. However, crop
damage caused by the
drought held back growth.
Inflation looks stronger,
too. The department says
an inflation measure tied
to the gross national product rose five and a half
percent, its fastest rate in
almost six years.

PR - An introductory
newswriting course taught by a
local editor who has successfully
placed recent graduates in full-time
reporting positions is being offered
by the Fairfield University School
of Continuing Education starting
this Thursday evening (Sept. 22).
James Motavalli, editor of
the 'Fairfield County Advocate'
and program director at WPKNFM in Bridgeport, describes the
course he teaches as a broad introduction to the different aspects of
newswriting for all media.
In the course, "Introduction
to Writing for the Press," he stresses

the basic techniques of news ga^ering, interviewing, and wr. s,
along with journalism law .. J
ethics.
The course is taught in
of Fairfield's computer labs w -h
has helped make it easier for f pie
completing the course to fine1 ,'ulltime jobs at local weekly and
ly
newspapers, according to h
alii.
The course is part c
writing Institute in the Set
Continuing Education at Fa;
University. For registration i,.io.
mation, call (203) 254-4110.

Career Planning Corner
Monday, 9/26, 3:00 PM - Resume workshop in FDR. Help
is available. Bring your rough draft.
Monday, 9/26,7:30 PM - "Career Pressing" Video and demonstration in FDR. Presentation and demonstration of appropriate
interviewing dress. Prepare for on campus recruiting.
Tuesday, 9/27,3:00 PM - Interviewing Workshop in FDR.
Learn techniques for successful interviewing, sample questions,
do's and don'ts.
All Career Planning events are open to all students, all
majors!

The Mirror will meet this Monday, 9/26 in the FDR at
8:00PM. Meet new people and make an impact on
your campus. All are invited.
Be there!
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Smithereen, from p. 4

all night long. I dismissed it as
nonsense until after the concert
when the band came out and met
their public. I met the whole band
and got to talk to them about the
industry. I told them about how I
had a lot in common with them
(what with me being a WVOF DJ
and all). It's all the same thing, you
know, show business. They didn't
exactly see it my way, but they did
give me a poster and T-Shirt and
told me I needed professional help.
What a great bunch of guys! I was
happier than a pig in manure and
ready to go home when I noticed
Sharon talking to Mr. Babjak, the
lead guitarist. Apparently, he had
invited her out for a drink but she
politely turned him down. I was
shocked and utterly amazed that
she chose to leave with me rather
than a musician in a popular band,
a guy whose songs are played on
the radio and MTV, a regular celebrity. But what the hell, I guess
10 bucks is still 10 bucks.

Manor, cont'd from p. 8

FOXY LOCKS

townhouse, and beachhouse.
Class of 1988 graduate John Courtmanche, Editor-in-Chief of the 1988 Manor and
Executive Producer of the Manor Video, presently serves as Communications Coordinator
for the Bridgeport Regional Business Council.
Courtmanche says, "The Manor editors are
more excited than anyone to see the results of
our commitment. We're hoping the book and
the video are well-received by everyone who
was involved with Fairfield last year."
Seniors Ben de la Cruz and David
Savage are the presiding officers of the 1989
Manor. They will be selling extra copies of
last year's yearbook in the Campus Center
Lobby for a few weeks. The cost of the 1988
Manor, which includes the book and the video,
is only $40. Any student who ordered the
Manor last year will receive a copy at his or
her home address.

We Take Pride in our Work."
Precision:
Cuts
Perms
Hi-Lites

Walk-Ins Welcome
259-5888

1275 Post Rd.
(Brickwalk)
Fairfield

Can't Believe hs i

YOGURT!
Frozen Vbgurt Stores

J

%

Postions Available
/ Can't Believe It's Yogurt has 2 new locations in Fairfield. Now hiring Day/Evening Managers/Assistant Managers - as well as counter
help. Flexible hours plus bonuses. Apply in person at 525 Tunxis Hill
Cut-off or call 333-1337.

Debating
Team
Revived
T. Michael McClain
Contributing Writer
How often do you debate?
Actually, you debate every day. It
is human nature to question other
people and various aspects of our
lives, like our parents, our professors, the administration, our daily
activities and social issues concerning our friends.
This semester marks the
revival of Fairfield's Debating
Team. Sincewe are all debators at
heart, joining the team is the best
cure for relieving stress and anxiety.
According to the Chairperson, Christine Henchar, the goals
are to interest as many students as
possible. The experience will
enhance public speaking skills and
it will benefit students in their
professional and private lives.
Henchar added, "I hope to
promote pride in our debating team
and I would also like to see it reach
a national level. I think it will give
people a great opportunity to meet
and interact with students from
other colleges."
The team consists of roughly
24 students and it will be competing regionally, against other
schools such as Sacred Heart
Universtiy, Fordam and Yale. On
October seventh and eighth the
team will take on Fordam.
The debating style of the
team is modeled after the British
Parliamentary system. The debates
are off topic, which means speaking skills are stressed and no research is done prior to the debates.
Henchar recalled an off
topic debate between an American
team and a Chinese team. The
American team was arguing for
the use of chopsticks, while the
Chinese team was arguing in favor
of silverware.
Those interested in joining
the debating team should contact
Christine Henchar, Box 1796.
Remember, life is a constant challenge and as Joubert once said, "It
is better to debate a question without settling it, than to settle it, than
to settle it without debate."

Join the Mirror!
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Seilers Computerizes
Meal Plan

Sandi Di Cesare
Features Editor

It's 12:40 and you've glanced
at the clock six times in the la st
half an hour. You anxiously chew
on the end of your pencil, ignore
your growling stomach, and try to
pay attention to the last five minutes of your Ekistentionalism class.
Unfortunately your mind keeps
wandering to grilled cheeses, tuna
melts and Chips Ahoy cook ies
rather than concentrating on
Dostoevsky's view of reality. The
clock hits 12:45, you grab your
books and run towards Seilers. You
race through the doors of the
Campus Center but your heart
sinks when you see that the line for
the cafeteria extends all the way to
the door.
According to Luther Fritzinger, Director of Food Services, "It
is important for students to understand that the new computerized
meal system in Seilers is.not a
'•punitive measure." Unfortunately
there have been a few minor adjustments that have slowed down
the-injtial process of computerizing thesystem.
' The computer has amasterfile
that contains the names of all stu-

.

■

'

•

V

dents on the meal plan and the
number of meals they eat each
Week. Fairfield University has a
twenty-one a week meal plan-three
meals a day, seven times a week.
Each student on the plan has a
sticker on his ID with a computerized code. The card is slid through
the card reader and the computer
registers the name and the meal
being eaten. For those students
whose cards are bent or warped,
the number can be typed in manually.
Mr. Fritzinger commented
that, "Fairfield University is one of
the last colleges to get a computerized meal plan." The new system
saves a noticeable amount of time
because meal numbers do not have
to be manually checked off on a
list. Yvonne Santiago, a Seiler's
employee responsible for checking ID numbers at the entrance to
Seilers, feels that the system is
"quicker and more efficient" than
the old system since it prints out
names and numbers on the card
reader.
The system also ensures that
only students on the meal plan eat
at Seilers. Another advantage of
the system is that the computer is
able to keep a record of individual

A Smithereen Stole
My Girlfriend

student eating patterns. Trje moniters show how much food ijs eaten
each day so that an equivalent
amount of food can be prepared.
Thus avoiding food that goes to
waste.
i
Mr. Fritzinger hopes that, "In
the future it will be possible for
students living in the townhouses
to eat at Seilers." The students will
be able to register for a plan that
would include only the numer-of
meals that he/she wants. The student will not be forced to pay for a
full meal plan if he eats only about
five meals a week. Mr. Fritzinger
also remarked thateventually tijere
will be multiple dining room.access and unlimited use of ID cards
to utilize a variety of new dining
facilities. The problem of overcrowded dining facilities <will be
alleviated.
For employees at Seilers, 'fThe
computer training is an on-going
process," stated Mr. Fritzinger, but
it saves on the "mindless work "
that was required before the new
system was estabished. 'Maryann
Haller, one of the new managers ai
Seilers, agrees with Mr. Fritzinger
that the system is "very efficient."
She also commented that "The
students seem to like it.''

Frank D'Orazio
Contributing Writer
The story I sadly relate is
true. Names have not been changed
to protect anyone.
It was a late Tuesday night
somewhere in Wildwood, NJ. My
shift at the pier had just ended,
rendering me completely exhausted. I was an amusement park
supervisor and I was damn good at
it. Getting rid of rowdy drunks,
finding lost children and breaking
up fights between vicious sixteen
year olds. That was my bag. It was
a high pressure job all right, weaker
men would fold if subjected to the
hellish nightmare I seemed to revel
in. But the job had its good points
too. Long hours meant even longer
half-hours, which meant really long
minutes, but when your day is
done,man, nobody could take away
the'feeling of satisfaction. Satisfaction is knowing you're pretty
good at what you do. Then there
was Sharon . . .
Sharon worked on the
amusement pier as a fun house
attendant, and dammit, that girl
could attend. She was an Enslish

4iIdorftwant
a lot of hype
I just want
something I
can count on.'}

Some long distance
companies promise you
the moon, but what you
really want is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service, at a cost
that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time.
That's the genius of the
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When it's time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&T.
Ifyoud like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1800 2220300.

AT&T
The right choice.

girl, spending her summer in the
U.S. before finishing her studies in
England. She had dirty blonde hair,
light eyes, and an accent that drove
guys wild. Best of all, though, she
was madly in love with me. Actually, she knew who I was and didn't
hate my guts. It was probably
better off this way, a guy in my line
of work couldn't afford to get
tangled up with a dame like Sharon.
I had to stay on top of my game.
Mistakes are too costly on the pier.
Plus, the work was too darn dangerous; I lived for the moment, the
future was neverpromised me. One
slip up and Sharon would be wearing black veils and dresses all her
life with hungry kids to feed. Who
needed it?
As fate should have it, that
night Sharon asked me if I'd be
interested in getting something to
eat. I began to smile; I knew it was
only a matter of time before she'd
try to put the moves on'me. Then,
in the sweet voice I loved so much,
she told me (rather loudly and in
front of lots of people) that she was
short of cash and she knew a sucker
like me would pay for everything.
Yeah, she was in love, but the last
thing I wanted to do was to hurt the
poor kid.
John's Pizza was located I.
the middle of Wildwood's bar and
pub district which insured John"-:
Pizza of only the finest clientele
Anyway, it was a good place to
grab a couple of quick slices. It was
also located directly across from
the Oasis Nightclub. Every summer the Oasis showcased washedup bands from the 60"s and 70's.
Groups like The Guess Who,
Foghat, and The Greg Allman Band
would rock-and-roll Wildwood, NJ
for some unknown reason. To my
surprise on this evening, the Oasis
was playing host to the Smithereens. I couldn't believe my eyes,
what the hell were the Smithereens
doing in Wildwood? Sure they
weren't exactly Guest VJ material,
but they were hip and the Oasis
was known for hiring bands whose
only other revenue came from the
sales of Freedom Rock and other
K-Tel Record collections. I had to
check it out, I also had to pay
Sharon ten dollars to pose as my
girllfriend for the night.
Sharon had no ID on her,
but had no problem outwitting the
250 pound bouncer with a third
grade equivalency diploma he got
through mail correspoondence
classes. She simply fed him a line
about Diplomatic immunity and
the League of Nations. He said he
heard about that somewhere and
let her in. I, on the other hand,
proudly produced my fake ID
(which states I am a 25 year old,
licensed to fly planes in New
Mexico) and walked in like I owned
the joint.
Oddly enough, there were
only about 50 college kids who
came to see the Smithereens specifically, and about another 75
patrons of the bar who had no idea
who the Smithereens were and
came to the Oasis that night strictly
for a couple of cocktails. At 12:30,
the Smithereens came on and
played largely to the 50 or so fans
dancing in the front of the stage. I
was among those 50 jumping
around to songs like "Blood and
Roses", "Only a Memory", and
"House We Used to Live in." The
Band really put on a great live
show. They were energetic as hell.
" bouncing in and out of the audience. All except for their lead guitarist Jim Babjak; he seemed to
making "goo-goo eyes" at Sharon
cont'ap.3
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WELCOME BACK SPECIAL
Good through Sept. with Fairfield I.D.
Small (2 scoops) $1.00 Reg. 1.35
Large (3 scoops) $1.50 Reg. 1.85
Sundaes Small $2.25 Reg. 2.60
Large $2.75 Reg. 3.10
Sundaes have 2 or 3 scoops of ice cream; our
own Hot Fudge, Butterscotch; or Marshmallow;
Real Whipped Cream & any of our dry toppings.
Shakes $2.25 Reg. 2.50
Eggcream $1.00 Reg. 1.25
Cakes: always 10% off for Fairfield U. students
2 layers of ice cream
Dry topping in
middle
OREO crust

FREE DELIVERY
ALL ITEMS
7:30 & 10:30 p.m.
Call by 7 & 10 p.m

Help Wanted
Flexible hours
Morning & nights

W.V.".V.

Mini (serves 5-8)
10.00
Small (serves 10-15) 16.00
Large (serves 18-25) 26.00
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Fulfilling the
Jesuit Ideal
We are about to witness some major changes on the Fairfielc
University campus in the next four years. "The Campaign foi
Fairfield: Fulfilling the Jesuit Ideal" was recently announced b)
Fr. Kelley. This campaign includes plans to raise and spend $3£
million on all aspects of this Jesuit University of Southern New
England.
Much of the $35 million has already been raised through gifts
and private donations to Fairfield by parents, friends, alumni, anc
corporations. The University has to collect $13 million more b}
the projected end of the capital campaign in 1992. Considering
the fact that Fairfield has been in the black for the past 18 years
and the sincere optimism of the administration, raising the rest o
the money should not pose any major problems.
The campaign has not come as a surprise to anyone in the
University community, as it is the culmination of over two yean
of study and planning. Students, faculty, and administrator
have participated in a committee created by Fr. Kelley to review
long range plans of the University. They considered academic
life, the Jesuit and Catholic aspect of Fairfield, the quality o
student life, and the institutional resources of the University. Nc
aspect was not touched upon.
The launching of the campaign reflects the stability of our Uni
versify. Faifield is confident enough in its present condition tc
begin to expand on a large scale. The planned Arts Center anc
the new Chapel/Campus Ministry Building will increase facilitie
and the appearance of the University. Funds are also allocatec
to improve curriculum in the School of Business and the College
of Arts and Sciences as well as improve our library. Faculty is
benefiting through funds for research and for visiting Jesuits.
At the present time, all these changes will be made and the fa
cilities will increase but, according to Fr. Kelley, the university has
no plans to increase enrollment at Fairfield. The school wil
remain the small, family-like community it is now, while the quality
of a Fairfield education will improve. Through the changes, it wil
be easier for Fairfield to dedicate itself to the individual precisely
because the enrollment will not be expanded.
The time seems right for Fairfield University to embark on
capital campaign of such magnitude. We are a stable, ye
growing community. The campaign will bring Fairfield the
recognition it deserves not only within Southern New England
but all over the country. Through "Fulfilling the Jesuit Ideal" b}
improving all aspects of Fairfield University in the this campaign
we will become a stronger community with an even stronger em
phasis on educating the whole person.

Publication Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its
readers. Letters to the Editor, announcements and independent articles may be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga Hall.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must also be
typewritten with a 20-65 margin, double spaced. 3) Letters must be
received by 6:00 PM Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday. 4) Letters to the Editor must be signed. Only with
the expressed permission of the Mirror Editorial Board will unsigned letters be published. 5) Letters which contain personal
arguments or replies should be conducted on a face to face basis so
that room can be reserved for more generalized topics. 6) Letters
must be free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual material, and
libel, and should be free of gramatical and spelling errors. 7) All
announcements and other submissions must be typewritten and
received by 3:00 PM on the Sunday prior to publication. Prior
notification by phone or mail is advised. 8) Once received, all
submissions become the property of the Fairfield Mirror.
Under no circumstances does the Mirror guarantee publication
of unsolicited submissions, and reserves the right to edit such.
The Editorial Board shall determine which articles will appear.
The Board's decision is final.
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Debate Over Chaplain's Firing
Continues
To the Editor,

I am writing in support of
the excellent letter by Professor
John Thiel concerning the dismissal
of Ms. Beth Palmer from her position in Campus Ministry. I would
like to consider some aspects of the
case that were not discussed in
Professor Thief s letter. First,
however, let me summarize some
of the facts.
Ms. Palmer did not receive
any "formative evaluations' during her year in Campus Ministry.
In short, she was dismissed^without once being formally appraised
by her superiors of their evaluation
of her. When she was informed of
her dismissal by Fr. John Higgins,
Assistant to Fr. Kelley, she was
given only vague and undocumented reasons. Later, when she
requested specific written reasons,
they were refused. Finally, she
was not permitted to defend herself when she was dismissed. She
was told that her side of the story
didn't need to be considered; only
Fr. Pusatieri's mattered.
Dismissing someone in this
manner, as Professor Thiel pointed
out, is cruel and humiliating. Responsible employers formally
evaluate a worker's performance
repeatedly, and share that evaluation with the person, before dismissal is ever considered. A dis-

missal is then accompanied by
specific reasons which come from
the formative evaluations the
worker has received. Naturally,
the worker is allowed to state his or
her case about the grounds for
dismissal. These are all basic procedures. They are commonplace
and understood to be required by
the human dignity of those involved. In Ms. Palmer's case they
were ignored.
No one is denying the right
of the administration to dismiss an
employee. But the University has
to follow professional standards.
It has to act fairly and justly.
Otherwise it reverts to the old authoritarianism, to the feeling that it
can do whatever it wants because it
alone is in charge.
Those responsible for dismissing Ms. Palmer have to understand that the effect of their
action reaches well beyond Campus Ministry itself. By dismissing
a member of the staff in this manner they help to undermine whatever sense of community exists
here. How can there be a "University community" where basic
employee rights are not respected?
Why should any of us believe in
"collegiality" when some administrators do exactly as they please
no matter how unjust their meth-

ods? We are not motivated to
contribute more of ourselves to an
institution.whose leaders are willing to treat a co-worker in so unjust
and humiliating a manner.
Fairfield has a public commitment, through its mission statement, to the establishment of a just
society.
That is part of the
University's stated purpose and at
the core of the Jesuit identity.
Ironically, Ms. Palmer was especially active in the promotion of
that goal and in involving students
in that vision. What are we now
telling the students about the
University's commitment to justice? If it can't treat its own employees justly how can it claim to
speak to the world (or to its own
students) about the meaning of a
just society? More than 70 students and parents wrote to Frs.
Higgins and Kelley protesting Ms.
Palmer's dismissal. Do those who
have written know more about the I
meaning of justice than those in
charge of the University do?
Kevin Cassidy
Associate Professor
Politics Department

Free Vivarin Stimulates
Controversy
To the Editor:
It seems nearly impossible that
yesterday's freshman have just
ushered in tomorrows graduates to
Fairfield University. Every year
the Junior class is responsible for
helping to make the transition from
mother's nest to headmaster's
house run smothly. And this year
was certainly no exception. Despite flood rains and ankle deep
mud, they got the job done, and
done well. As a matter of fact,
every individual involved in the
Orientation '88 project shined
brightly through the misty gloom
of September fourth.
There is one seemingly small
cause for consternation regarding
Orientation '88. And it really is
not so small. Residing in the plastic bag of the Freshman packet sits
a little yellow box with the label
VIVARIN, a drug that states it is as
safe as the caffeine in two cups of
coffee. Well the plain and simple
fact is that caffeine is not really as
safe as we are led to believe.
While two cups of coffee alone

may not cause any harm, there are
several factors to consider. First
off, it takes time to drink two cups
of coffee. It takes only seconds to
swallow a VIVARIN tablet. Second, the normal dosage for many
drugs is two tablets, and people
often take three because they think
more is better. Two tablets of
VIVARIN equals the caffeine in
four cups of coffee, three tablets
equals six. That much caffeine
shot into the body wreaks havoc
with the heart muscle. Yes the
Heart. People have had heart attacks as the result of too much
caffeine.
Realistically however, most
people will use VIVARIN as directed, and there will be no death,
or heart irregularities, or anything
noticeable at all. Yet, there is
another reason for concern;
VIVARIN is a drug the sole purpose of which is to wake someone
up when they are tired; revive them.
In college, many students think
"all-nighters" are the way to go
when test and paper time arrives.

Coffee is a common tool used to
stay awake. VIVARIN is another.
If a student is so tired that a stimulant is needed to stay awake, then
he or she should be asleep, not
taking chemicals to stay awake.
Fairfield should be encouraging
good, consistent study habits. To
include a product such as
VIVARIN in the Freshman packets only suggests the opposite.
There is never a need to pull an allnighter if proper preparation is done
beforehand. Not only are good
study habits better for the students
health, but they are better for grades
and long term use of the information covered on the exam. A person forgets crammed information
within a few days.
Vivarin is not a product that
belongs in the freshman packet.
And while it may be free, it is
certainly no gift.
Brian A. Russell
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Fairfield Faces

Frank Carroll: Dedicated to Student Service
Nanciann Norelli
Assistant Features Editor
On any given evening, the
midnight oil burns in FUS A' s Campus Center ground floor office.
Many talented, dedicated people
work behind the scenes to make
FUSA a success. Frank Carroll,
'89, this year's president is a driving force behind FUSA.
The main goal of FUSA is
"to diversify and modernize", says
Frank. "We're very up with the
times, for example, the reggae
picnic, the comedians (both last
Thursday's in the Stag-her and the
upcoming
Jay
Leno
performance),and current box office movies such as "Good Morning Viet nam and Bull Durham."
Frank's plan is for "quality not,
quantity." FUSA also hopes events

such as the Ice Cream Social after
the Mass of the Holy Spirit will
build a close-knit University community.
Frank's advice to Freshmen
who are interested in becoming a
part of the FUSA team is simple:
"Come in, the welcome mat's always out." Since this year's Freshmen Class is composed of many
previous high school leaders, the
interest should be high. FUSA
always needs more students, in fact,
noted Frank, "it's more fun when
more people are involved".
FUSA's also always actively seeking upper classmen who have never
been involved with FUSA before.
Frank became FUSA president
last March. The hardest part of the
election for him was staying
calm.and trying not to let things
get to overwhelming; "There were
a lot of late hours," sighed Frank.

When asked if it was difficult to
succeedlast year's extraordinary
president Chris Ritchie, Frank
proudly commented that "Chris left
a well-structured,organized FUSA
with no deficitand a great foundation."
Frank is no new-comer to student involvement. A graduate of
Fairfield Prep, he was active in
student government during his four
years there.
Frank joined FUSA right
away in his Freshman Year at Fairfield, and for the past three years he
has served as cabinet troubleshooter, executive director and
student legislator.
Frank's future plans include
management training with a banking firm in New York City, then
eventually law school. Frank's
committment to the Fairfield University Community has certainly

FUSA President Frank Carroll.
(Mirror file photo)
contributed as a valuable learning
experience towards these goals.
"FUSA has taught me about
dealing with people, budgeting my
time, and learning that I'm not

always right," reflected Frank.
"Listening is also very important;
I've come to learn this. After all
we do have two ears and only one
mouth."

Please Rewind After Reading
Joseph C. DeVito
Editor in Chief
With the current crop of bad
movies becoming a real gamble at
$7 a pop, the local video store has
never been a better place to search
for an evening's entertainment.
Video rental outlets are quickly
replacing the cinema as the discount distributors of celluloid
dreams.
Unfortunately, the colorful
posters and multitudes of boxes
can easily confuse a video shopper
who isn't sure of exactly where the
cream of the video crop lies. To
meet this need, I've compiled a
little guided tour of the local video
store.
Thou Shalt Not Discount Over the counter you will see a
sign with different rates for the
days of the week. "Monday and
Tuesday, $1.99 rentals." Sounds
good. "Club members only." All
right, I've got my card. "Does not
include New Releases." Okay.
"Also does not include Horror,
Science Fiction, Comedy, Adult,
War, Action, Martial Arts,
Children's; Mystery, Silent, Musicals, and Drama."
So unless you're in the mood
for a nice National Geographic
Presents or How to Mount a Northeastern Large-Mouthed Pizza
Flavored Goldfish instructional
tape, plan on paying full price
during the week.
Smile for the Camera and Say
"Sleaze" - It has been said that
there are few pleasures in life
greater than watching a truly bad
horror film. It hasn't been said
often, I'm sure, and I'm not even
sure who said it. Okay, so it was me
who said it, but you know what I
mean. With video film and editing
technology at a new high, it is
cheaper than ever to produce an
inferior quality movie that will
make a return on its investment
after two or three rentals.
Depending on your tastes (or lack
thereof), lowerthan B-grade slasher
flicks' horrendous dialogue and
buckets of gore can provide loads
of laughs for those with strong
stomachs. To find out if you're the
type these movies may appeal to,
answer this question:
Q: When you hear the name
"Rodan," the first thing that comes
to mind is:

a. A sculpture of some
naked guy thinking
b. A giant pteradactyl that
fought Godzilla
I. Splatter University - Plot
Summary - Homocidal maniac kills
bad actors on college campus. High
Points - The most asinine dialogue
ever, plus a homemade soundtrack
featuring The Pedestrians. A must
see.
II. Slaughter High - Plot
Summary - Homocidal maniac kills
bad actors on high school campus.
High Points - A close second for
most asinine dialogue ever. An
extravaganza featuring a cast of
several Brits trying to hide their
accents and failing. Basically a
ridiculous movie that I was fortunate enough to see in the theatre.
III. Anything Directed by
Herschel Gordon Lewis - The
Godfather of Guts, the Baron of
Blood Buckets, the Viceroy of
Viscera, the self-proclaimed Wizard of Gore. This is the man who
put splatter films on the map, and
showed that even with a shoestring
budget and a cast of untalented
actors, a man with a mission could
still produce a truly awful movie.
His first movie of its type,
1963's Bloodfeast, is on my permenant viewing list. Plot Summary
- Crazed Egyptian caterer with a
limp and waxed eyebrows carves
up young girls in a ritual bloodfeast for his goddess, Ishtar. Need
I say more?
IV. Basket Case - Plot Summary - Twisted young man seeks
revenge on doctors who separated
him from his deformed monsterous Siamese twin, who, incidently,
is made of playdough. The
creature's name is Belile, and he
jumps out of a basket (see title) and
kills people, which is a pretty neat
trick for a lump of clay. High Points
- Nearly all scenes are first takes,
and the animated special effects
rival those of the old Davey and
Goliath TV shows. This is the only
movie I've seen as many times as
Bloodfeast, which really isn't a
very impressive stat, now that I
think about it.
V. Anything Directed by Don
Dohler - Plot Summary For Every
"Movie - Actor in ill-fitting alien
costume lands in small town and
kills bad actors. High Points - Not
only does Dohler use the same
plot, but he also uses the exact

same town, and the exact same
actors, with the exact same names.
That takes chutzpah, which, unfortunately, is not always a substitute
for brains, creativity or talent.
Special Features - Each movie
credits at least five different actors
or technicians with the last name
Dohler, and brags about the quality of the lousy special effects,
which brings us to:
Crummy Video Clause No.
302 - If you read the display boxes
for Dohler's films, you will find

plastic dolls with mean expressions
painted on their little plastic faces.
This is exactly what we expected,
seeing as how the video box showed
a couple being menaced by a giant
gorilla (see VI, Clause No. 302).
High Points - The "Attack," as it
were, consisted of the cast clutching the obviously inanimate monsters to their bodies and smearing
fake blood on themselves. While
screaming, of course.
The creatures are completely
unbelievable, and look a lot more

that they are all praised by a certain
movie magazine, the name of which
I will not reveal because of the
explosive nature of my claim, and
because I forgot it. What I haven't
forgotten, however, is that Don
Dohler is one of the editors of this
aforementioned magazine.
VI. Attack of the Beast Creatures - The video that made my
summer. Plot Summary - Shipwrecked survivors are marooned
on an island populated by little

like Bob Marley kewpie dolls than
they do giant apes. Rumor has it
that the special effects were won by
knocking down empty beer bottles
at a booth at a local carnival. Also,
a science class skeleton is used as
the bodies of at least three people.
An Interesting Note: The film's
tropical setting, complete with Oak
and Pine trees, provoked more than
a few comments concerning how
this movie could very well have

been filmed in our own back yards.
Well, wouldn't you know it, the
last credit on the screen was
"Filmed entirely in Stamford and
Fairfield Connecticut." Just a little
something to keep in mind the
next time you're strolling down
Reef Road late at night.
VII. Virgin Among the Living
Dead -1 haven't seen this one yet,
but the box was really big and had
a stupid picture on it. What the
heck, the title's enough for me.
• Real Men, Real Guns, Real
Guts Dept. - In the window of my
local video store I saw the poster
for Charles Bronson'sDeaf/i Wish
4, which proclaimed, "This Time,
it's War."
Well, I can't tell you how
glad I was to see that. It's about
time that he finally got tough on
crime. If there was one man who
embodied the namby-pamby, liberal, pablum-puking, let's-givethis-product-of-society-whocame-from-a-broken-home-another-chance-because-twowrongs-don't-make-a-right philosophy, it was Charles Bronson.
Just for kicks, I looked up the
kickers for the other Death Wish
movies.
Death Wish I: Hey Guys, Cut
It Out
Death Wish II: OK, It's All In
Good Fun Until Either My Wife or
Daughter Loses an Eye
Death Wish III: That's It, I'm
Calling The Cops!
Death Wish IV: I'm Peeved
The Adult Film Section Adults only. No one under 18 allowed. Secret rooms, far from the
copies of Jane Fonda's Good
Morning Vietnam Workout and
Out of Africa. Locked doors and
hidden boxes, hushed voices and
garbled signatures on the dotted
line.
Welcome to the Wonderful
World of Adult Films.
In the days before video, there
was an entity known as "The Stag
Film," a home version of the "Dirty
Movie." These shameful exhibitions were usually limited to the
truly perverted, who purchased
these films for themselves, and the
mildly perverted, who purchase
these films to watch en masse at
social events such as bachelor
parties. Sometimes these films
were even confiscated, after which
they were shown only on the walls
cont'd next pg.
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of the local police station drunk
tank.
But times have changed, and
now such pleasures of the flesh
reach a much wider audience. As a
matter of fact, it is documented
that the largest single group renting adult films today is married
couples. The second largest renter
is my friend Ray.
No, no, just a little humorthere.
Hardy har. But seriously...
If you will please refer to the
following chart composed of facts
that I made up, you'll see what
mean:

GROUPS
ADULT VIDEOS

RENTING

Couples
58%
Dirty Old Men
17%
Dirty Young Men 12%
Giggling Teenagers 9%
People on Dares
4%
GROUPS WHO HANG
OUTIN THE ADULT VIDEO
ROOM FOR A LONG TIME
WITHOUT ACTUALLY RENTING ANYTHING
Couples
1%
77%
Dirty Old Men

Dirty Young Men
Giggling Teenagers
People on Dares

The Fairfield Mirror
15%
4%
2%

As you can see, many questions arise. Perhaps the couples
were merely lost and were actually
looking for My Dinner With A ndre.
Perhaps there is a direct correlation between libido and indecision.
Or cheapness.
I've noticed that no one ever
walks directly into the Adult Video
Room. No, first they pick around
the New Releases section. Then,
maybe a brief sojourn through the
Clint Eastwood titles, and then over

1988 Manor Yearbook Published
PR - The 1988 Manor, the
much publicized breakthrough
edition of Fairfield's student yearbook, has been published and is
now available to students in the
Classes of 1989, 1990, and 1991.
According to Senior Ben de la Cruz,
who was Executive Editor of the
yearbook last year, "the 1988
Manor was targeted to the entire
undergraduate population. Many
students who were underclassmen
last year will be surprised to find
themselves included in the '88
Manor".
The 1988 Manor gained
publicity both on and off campus
because it is the first volume in the
university's history to include a
supplemental video yearbook. The
Manor Video is a 47 minute VHS
videotape which captures the 198788 academic year through footage
of campus activities, interviews

to Horror, and then Hey! where'd
they go? Somehow they stepped
into a sneaky little time warp, and
through powers completely beyond
their control, they were reassembled right there in the porno
room. How 'bout that, huh? And as
long as there here...
I always wondered what it
would be like if I screeched up to
the Video store, left my car running and the door open, and booked
through the place right to the skin
flicks. I live in a small town, how-

ever, and you know how people
talk, so I haven't tried this yet.
So to make a long story short
(which is something that I am
obviously not very good at doing)
let me just say that if you're sick of
watching C.H.U.D. or reruns of
Bizzarre on cable over and over
again, your local Video store can
be your best friend. That is, of
course, only if your best friend
makes you pay to borrow videos,
but you know what I mean.

WELCOME
BACK
We're still here with a...

V2 PRICE
SOFTIE
one cup or cone, small or medium

Manor Editors layout the 1988 Manor.
(PR Photo)
with students and faculty, and classmen in a book traditionally
music such as that of U2 and the devoted to the senior class. To acGlee Club. Fairfield University is complish this, the size of the book
one of only three Connecticut col- was increased by 50 pages. The
leges offering a video yearbook.
1988 yearbook also boasts a colorThe video was only one of ful slip-cover, 64 pages of full color
the major changes which affected photogragphs, feature ariticles and
the Manor last year. Another group pictures of most of the 2,800
b
dorm
change was the inclusion of under- cytorli1^1?"1113168
y
>

Can't Believe

YOGURT!
Frozen Vbgurt Stores

Offer Good only at

525 Tunxis Hill
Expires 10/31/88

V

THE SECRET OF
YOUR

SUCCESS

i.
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
LEADERSHIP WEEKEND
SEPTEMBER JO-OCTOBER 2
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT THE INFORMATION DESK AND TNEFUSA OFFICE
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T\icker
Challenges
Brian Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment
As a young boy, Francis
Ford Coppola loved cars and
dreamt about owning the world's
finest automobiles. His son Gio
shared these ambitions in his childhood. Preston Tucker had dreams
about everything, especially cars.
When he finally had a chance to
realize his dreams, they were
squelched. Death squelched the
dreams of Gio Coppola. Therefore,
Tucker: The Man and His Dream ,
directed by Francis Ford Coppola,
is dedicated to his son Gio.
An inspiring screenplay by
Arnold Schulman and David
Seidler deals with a lost aspect of
American society, the American
Dream. Tucker, portrayed magnificently by Jeff Bridges, is both
ahead and behind his time. Earlier
in history, his entrepenuering
would have been commended and
successful, yet his ideas were beyond 1948 (the year in which the
film is set i.
Tucker's dreams were infectious. His supporting wife Vera,
played by Joan Alien (Burn This ),
his children and his amusing engineers, represented by Mako, Freci
Forrest, Elias Koteas, and Chris
tian Slater. Tucker's financial
advisor, Abe Karatz, played by
Martin Landau (Mission Impossible, Space 1999) was especially
affecting.
A collaboration between
Coppola, and George Lucas, this
film is simply wonderful. The
scenery and clothing are excellent,
and give the audience a feel for the
era. Bridges, Allen and Landau are
Oscar material. Though this film
is categorized as a drama, there are
many many amusing sequences to
make the movie even more enjoyable. In particular, keep an eye on
Mako and Koteas.
Tucker: The Man and His
Dream is a true story. Tucker and
his crew produced fifty-one cars,
forty-six of which are still roadworthy. An SEC investigation lead
by Michigan's Senator Ferguson
(Lloyd Bridges) ceased further
development of the car, and the
dream. Though Preston Tucker
was found not guilty in 1950, the
suspicion ruined his reputation.
This film may seem to paint Tucker
as a failure, but this is not the case.
A man of great potential, Preston
Tucker died prematurely, six years
after the trial.
He lost money, but he believed
that, "It's the dream that matters."
Of note in this film as well
are the cameo performance of Dean
Stockwell (Married to the Mob) as
the erie Howard Hughes and the
soundtrack largely contributed to
by the versatile Joe Jackson.
Tucker: The Man and His Dream
is an excellent film and a must see.
:*: i{t ty ^ >}; /-\iit
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These are the Voyages

Edward Hines, Jr.
Staff Writer
(Ed. Note; Edward Hines,
Jr., is the Mirrolf's registered interplanetary correspondent.)

When we1 fall asleep at
night, we enter into a fantasy world
that is all our own. We can dream
about virtually any aspect of our
lives: a love relationship in which
all of our wildest desires are
achieved, or conversely, one in
which they are utterly shattered
and crushed; a worrisome situation
due to occur someday soon in

16.278 to choose from—all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or I COD

Wmnx 800-351-0222

■ll'inill-^
in Calif. (213)477-8226
Or. rush $2 00 to: Essays & Reports
1132? Idaho Ave. #206-SN. LOS Angeies. CA 9O025
Custom research also available—all levels

Call us.
255-8823

No one knows how to create a pizza like
Domino's Pizza® We use only the finest, freshest
ingredients in every custom-made pizza. And we
guarantee you'll love the taste. If not, we'll bring
you another pizza or full refund. We also guarantee
to deliver your hot, delicious pizza in 30 minutes
or less. If we're late, you get $3.00 off your order.
So what are you waiting for. Call Domino's
Pizza today!

• ••
sider, for example's sake, what
the consequences would be if the
"fiction" of a dream could somehow also become reality, where
all transpiring events in the subconscious carried their effects to
the conscious, living world. The
episode "The Big Goodbye,"
written by Tracy Torme', of Star
Trek: The Next Generation presents to us the perils ofia dreamworld gone mad where outside
forces invade and computer-generated bullets can kill.
cont'd p. 10

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.

Fairfield

Limited delivery area.
© 1987 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

1580 Post Rd.

Hours may vary by store.

■>:■■■■

Positions now available for
management and hourly
personnel.

&:

10-minute carry-out service guaranteed, or
you get $3.00 off your order.

[3.95
■ Special

the immediate sleeping area or
someone merely touching you or
covering you may be incorporated
into the action of the dream and be
perceived as that action or something close to it. But the common
element that all normal dreamers
share is their invulnerability. They
are the indestructible ones who will
always be saved from danger.
Nothing mortally damaging can
occur. Even in Dorothy's dream of
the land of Oz neither the whisping
tornado nor the machinations of the
witch can truly do her in. But con-

conscious life which ends up going
well or turns out worse than ever
anticipated; or a fantastic journey
which leads to places never before
viewed in majesty and splendor.
Dreams are often precipitated by our inner longings to be
someone/something we aren't and
never can be. They satisfy our
secret hunger by allowing us to
take part in the adventures and
achieve the goals we've always
desired. And the course of a dream
can be affected by events going on
in the conscious world. Noises in

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

Check your local store for
guarantee details.

Receive a small
cheese pizza for
only $3.95!

5.95
Special

Receive a large
cheese pizza for
only $5.95!

I

I

I
I
I
IL

Valid at participating stores only. Not
valid with any other offer. Prices may
vary. Tax not included. Limited delivery
area. Our drivers carry less than
$20.00. ©Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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Valid at participating stores only. Not
valid with any other offer. Prices may
vary. Tax not included. Limited delivery
area. Our drivers carry less than
$20.00. ©Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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Voyages, con't from p. 9
The ENTERPRISE is due
to make a brief but necessary contact with the reclusive, insectoid
race called the Jarada. The strategic location of their planet has interested the Federation and Captain Picard is instructed to establish diplomatic relations. The
crucial element comes in the pronunciation of the greeting. The
Jarada, with an idiosyncratic attitude for protocol, will be insulted
and refuse diplomacy if Picard even
slightly mispronounces the salutation. Frustrated from studying their
complex language, the captain
retires to the recently upgraded
holodeck—an area of the ship
where the computer creates images of reality for use in recreation
and/or crew training, accesses the
program for Dixon Hill—a fictional
twentieth century detective who
has been a hero of Picard's since
childhood, and vanishes into the
setting of 1941 San Francisco.
Although he is not dressed to fit the
era, he is recognized by the computer images of people as Dixon
Hill and is hired by a Mrs. Jessica
Bradley to find out who is trying to
kill her. Overwhelmed by the incredible sense of reality the
holodeck provides, Picard briefly
exits the program and saves it so
that he may now dress the part and
return with Beverly and twentieth
century Lit-Historian Whalen.
Data joins the crowd after familiarizing himself with "the genre of
the period," and temporarily mi:
nus Beverly the three men enter the
holodeck.
Almost immediately Picard
is arrested and charged with the
murder of Jessica Bradley by the
burly Detective Bell. Meanwhile
the ENTERPRISE has been
scanned by the Jarada, and the
invading sensor probes damage the
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holodeck program and give beverly some trouble getting through
the access doors. When she links
up with Data and Whalen, Picard
has just exited interrogation (thanks
to the friendly Detective McNary)
and the four head off to see Dixon
Hill's office. Here they are met by
the simpleton Felix Leech, who
wields a gun and demands "the
Item" Hill had been locating for
Leech's boss, Cyrus Redblock.
Picard plays a fool, and it costs him
dearly. Leech guns down Whalen
and fatally wounds him. The
dreamworld of the holodeck has
become a nightmare.
Picard punches Leech and
sends him running to his boss. As
Beverly desperately tries to stop
Whalen's bleeding and make him
comfortable, Data and the captain
discover that the computer will not
identify the holodeck exit. Presently a sneering Felix Leech returns with his boss, the obese yet
dramatically poetic Cyrus
Redblock, in tow. When Picard
again denies having "the Item,"
Cyrus turns Leech onto Beverly. It
is then that Picard comprehends

the name ot the game and otters
Redblock a trade: his "Item" for
the life of Mr. Whalen. Picard and
Data them simultaneously try to
convince Redblock, Leech, and the
recently arrived Detective McNary
that they are only unreal computer
fabrications. The captain speaks
of "his world" where he has hidden
"the Item." Suddenly the holodeck
doors materialize and open, and
before the captain can rush through
with Whalen and party—supposedly also to get "the Item,"
Redblock and Leech step through
into the ENTERPRISE corridor.
As they marvel at Picard's "world"
they slowly and eventually vanish,
having been only computer images incapable of existing beyond
the confines of the holodeck.
Having bid a sad farewell to his
friend McNary, Picard returns to
the Bridge and correctly pronounces the Jaradan greeting. The
ENTERPRISE sails on.
If any episode can be said to
truly belong to any one character,
this one is certainly Picard's pride
and joy. He exults not unlike a
child at the sounds, smells, and
cont'd next page

Brian Dunleavy
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Well, it's week Number Two, the Red Sox are in first place and
Glen Gordon Caron has left the set of Moonlighting . For those of
you who are unaware, Caron is the man responsible for the hilariously
funny material the program produced, especially in its initial season.
Caron was also the man behind the critically acclaimed Clean and
Sober, and plans to continue with television and take on more film
projects.
More on the music scene.... Upcoming releases include Bon
Jovi's New Jersey, an EP from Guns n' Roses with the featured song
"I Loved Her, But I Had to Kill Her", and finally a Greatest Hits
compilation and new studio album fromR.E.M.. Speaking of R.E.M.,
Michael Stipe and 10,000 Maniac's Natalie Merchant are reportedly
working on an album together.
Mark Knopfler made it official for the twentieth time last
week, Dire Straits is finished as a band. Knopfler says he is interested
in spending time with his family and working on movie soundtracks
(i.e. Princess Bride ).
The Tenth Annual R&B Awards will be broadcast in the
coming weeks. Recorded at the Appollo Theater in New York, the
ceremony is hosted by Olivia Brown (Miami Vice ) and Leon Isaac
Kennedy (?).
In the movies, Sigourney Weaver returns to the screen-in
Gorillas, a movie in which she co-stars with live monkies. The movie
was premiered last week to rave remarks from critics and colleagues.
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cont'd from last page
sights the holodeck has made for
him, and this "fabulous forties"
setting provides an excellent backdrop to the command of the fiction
of Dixon Hill that Picard wields.
From the beginning he knows
exactly how Hill would react when
presented with a case; he later attests to Bell that he's "...read all
this before." When Jessica asks
for his fee, Picard giggles and quite
expertly pronounces: "Twenty dollars a day plus expenses." It must
be quite awkward and exciting to
actually be living your dream, yet
Picard jumps right in and makes
use of the fiction he has committed
to memory. We witness here a rare
side to the otherwise formal Captain Picard—a side which longs to
get away from the pressure of
command. After Jessica kisses him
he proudly wears the lipstick to his
staff meeting, much to Beverly's
r.'ismay li h will) the good doanr

m this episode alone that he truly
makes his affection clear. He gently
implores her to accompany him on
his second trip, and when she first
appears to him in the police station
looking strikingly beautiful in that
era's clothing he slowly strides up
to within inches of her face, looks
her straight in the eye and tenderly
attests, "I must say you wear it
well." But during the critical portions of the plot we see his captain' s
"care for all life" face: when
Beverly is threatened by Leech he
immediately assumes a forlorn expression, at that moment not knowing how to exist without her; at his
"big goodbye" with friend McNary
he desperately searches for a way
to tell the cop that yes, he will have
a real home and family to return to
after Picard leaves and the holodeck
program ends; even when Jessica's
death notice appears in a newspaper Picard immediately blames
himself for not taking her fear seri-

ously, despite the tact that she was
only from a page of a book. "Once
a captain, always a captain" is a
phrase which fits Jean-Luc at all
times, but indeed it must also be
said that his adventurous and affectionate sides also combine to
make him an awesome individual.
Congratulations to Patrick Stewart
on a fine performance.
Gates McFadden also turns
out an exceptional portrayal of
Beverly Crusher with quite a few
surprises to boot. This episode
provides us with a rare break from
seeing only her professional side.
We exitedly view the tender, affectionate, and adventurous part of
the woman Beverly Crusher. Her
envy at seeing the lipstick on Picard is clear, although she tries to
think nothing of it. Her excitement
at being invited to share an experience with Jean-Luc, however, is
quite evident in the meticulous care
she takes in making herself look
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dazzling tor a IV4I setting—and
the romantic Picard doesn't miss a
thing. It is her actions, though,
which vividly display her inacquaintance with the time: her highheeled shoes cause her to trip
(which I thought was great, hilarious); she swallows a stick of gum
she is offered; and she has to observe how other women constantlyapply makeup and adjust-theip,
clothing to "broaden their horizons," so to speak. Now that Gates,
has been fired and Beverly is gone,
we painfully see here how "The
Big Goodbye" applies to her and
Picard. There will be no more
whimsical yet innocent and hardly
noticeable flirtation between the
two. Their hidden affection seems
now to be buried, and for the fans
who enjoy witnessing character
development this is a tragedy.
Data delivers his usual
splendid performance. He is the
zoot-suited ghost from South
America with a "nice tan." After
speed-reading all the Dixon Hill

stones he feels quite at home in
1941 San Francisco, except that
plug-in lights and gangsters like
Leech and Redblock confuse and
anger him. How steadily more
human he becomes each story.
This episode leaves us with
the rhetorical question of whether
or not McNary's fictional world
actually will exist after the
holodeck doors close. If it does, he
has quite a job ahead explaining
the disappearance of Redblock and
Leech. We are also left to wonder
how he feels to see the real' world
beyond his grasp and realize that
he is only a pieceurf fiction., n i
- "The Big Goodbye" has the
distinction of having won the Peabody Award for NextGen "...for
excellence in broadcasting and
breaking ratings records for syndicated television across the country."
And the adventure continues...
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Stags Win Two, Drop Two | The Press Box
Solimine Belts Two Homers
Andy Davis
Sports Editor
The Fairfield University Baseball Team opened up its Fall season this past weekend by sweeping
a doubleheader from Central Connecticut State on Saturday and
consequently losing a doubleheader to Pace on Sunday.
Saturday's victories were by the
scores of 7-4 and by 11-6, while
Sunday's scores found the Stag
Nine blanked in the first game 110 and faring not much better in the
second 11-4.

STAGS 7 CENTRAL 4
STAGS 11 CENTRAL 6
In game 1, 4 fifth inning runs
and 3 sixth inning runs enabled the
Stags to come back from a 4-0
deficit and give sophomore Dave
Romans his first fall win. Junior
second baseman Dan Buchanan
started the season off on the right
foot by going 2-for-3 in the game
with -2 .RBI. Senior co-captain
Matt McLaughlin tied the contest
at 4 with a 2-run double off the
right field fence in the fence. Dave

Arnott doubled home two runs in
the bottom of the sixth to provide
the difference. Romans closed with
3 innings of 1-hit ball in relief of
starter Steve Becker.
In the second game, it was the
fifth inning again that brought
Fairfield victory. Six runs on five
hits and 3 walks in the frame allowed Matt Gardner to earn the
victory. Dan Buchanan repeated
his performance of game 1 with 2
hits in 3 trips to the plate and he
drove home another 2 runs. Cocaptain Joe Solimine had 2 singles
and the game winning RBI, while
sophomores Rob Banasiak and
John Mitchel had good days at the
plate for Fairfield.
Banasiak
doubled and had 2 RBI while
Mitchel was a perfect 2-for-2 with
2 RBI.

PACE 11 STAGS 0
PACE 11 STAGS 4
The Stags were hammered by
the visiting Terriers of Pace University in both contests of the doubleheader on Sunday and Stag fans
had only two good words to say:
"Joe Solimine." In the first game

Pace managed to score six runs on
just four hits in the visiting third
inning and Fairfield bats fell silent
managing just 3 singles the entire
game.
In the night cap the lone bright
spot for Fairfield was the homerun
derby put on by co-captain Joe
Solimine. "Jolting Joe" blasted 2two run homers over the left field
trees, scattering Julie Hall residents
as they returned from Sunday mass.
"I felt pretty good at the plate today," noted the Stag backstop who
was moved to the designated hitters slot for the game, "my second
shot was a message to all the pitchers I might face this year." Physics
majors at the contest broke out
calculators and estimated that
Solimine's second homer would
have traveled over 475 feet had it
not hit the trees.
STAG NOTES: The Stags face
Mercy College on Saturday at 12
noon in a doubleheader and the
University of Hartford on Sunday
also beginning at 12 noon at Alumni
Field. Protective gear for all Julie
residents will be available at Security as Solimine is known for hitting Hartford well.

Ric Brown
Sports Editor
It s nice to see Mookie Wilson becoming such a huge contributor in the Mets pennant surge. Mookie has been one of the most loyal
Mets throughout the rough times and the good times. He is a class act
in New York and he deserves a great deal of credit in helping the Mets
pull away from the pack down the stretch. And besides, you gotta love
a guy with a name like Mookie.
It must be very difficult to be a football player at Florida State
University. It seems that almost every year they 're picked as a favorite
for the national championship, and every year they're hopes are
trashed when Miami beats them in their opener.
Does anyone know who won the America's Cup, or what the
score was? Maybe its me, but it just seems that yachting doesn't get
half the attention it used to get in the good ol' days.
With the Olympics in full swing, I'm having a lot of trouble
balancing my time. I mean, do I watch synchronized swimming now
and study Microeconomics later, or do I put studying off for now so
that I don't miss the finals of the female air-shooting competition?
Sox and Yankees meaning something in September is, simply
put, baseball like it oughtta be.
Somebody suggested the other night that Don Mattingly is
having a crummy year because he's not happy. It seems rather, that
Mr. Mattingly is not happy because he's having a crummy year.
Flag football started this week. The Balls look like the team to
beat.
Is Charles "the Bricklayer" Smith of Georgetown (fame?)
really on the Olympic hoops team?
Jets 45 - Oilers 3, was a misprint right?
Did anybody notice that when Wayne Gretzky became an L. A.
King, the Kings colors changed from blue and gold to a much more
intimidating silver and black?
There are a lot of female Olympic athletes from Communist
countries who look like they graduated kindergarten just last week.
It would be just dandy to see the U.S. baseballers win the Olympic gold medal in Seoul. I mean baseball is America's national
pasttime and everything.
Steffi Graf versus Chris Evert isn't an Olympic-type thing.
They belong on the grass in London playing for cash and for number
one rankings. That is what professionals do. They do not belong in
Seoul, playing for gold medals. That glory should be reserved and
preserved for amateurs.
The number of people who consider themselves fans of the
Dallas Cowboys seems to be directly proportional to the number of
victories the team attains over the course of a football season.

RESULTS OF FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC TEAMS
FOR THE WEEK ENDING 9/18. (Home team in italics)
MEN'S SOCCER Record (0-5)
Tue. 9/13 UHART 3 FAIRFIELD 0
Fri. 9/16 BOSTON COLLEGE 5 FAIRFIELD 0'
Sun. 9/18 ST. JOHN'S 4 FAIRFIELD 0
MEN'S BASEBALL Record (2-2)
Sat. 9/17(2) FAIRFIELD 7-11 CCSU 4-6
Sun. 9/18 (2) PACE 12-11 FAIRFIELD 0-4
FIELD HOCKEY Record (0-2)
Thu. 9/15 YALE 2 FAIRFIELD 0
Sat. 9/17TOWSONST. 3 FAIRFIELD 0
GQLF
9/16 - 18 at 16th Annual Yale Fall Intercollegiate Golf Tournament
Fairfield Leader: Rusty Magner- 267
THIS WEEK'S HOME SCHEDULES

VOLLEYBALL
Thu. 9/22 Iona College 7:00 P.M.
MEN'S SOCCER
Sat. 9/24 Fordham 1:00 P.M.
Wed. 9/28 Manhattan 4:00 P.M.

BASEBALL
Sat. 9/24 Mercy (2) Noon
Sun. 9/25 UHART (2) Noon
Wed. 9/28 New Haven 3:30 P.M.
FIELD HOCKEY
Sat. 9/24 Harvard 2:00 P.M.

Don't Just Stand on the
Sidelines!
Write for the Mirror! Come to our
meeting this Monday at 8:00 in the
FDR.

Golfers Not
Up to Par at
Yale
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
The Fairfield University
golf team competed in the prestigious 16th Annual Yale Fall Intercollegiate Golf Tournament this
past weekend at the Yale C.C. in
New Haven. The Stag pinseekers
came away with some much needed
experience against tough competition from around the country.
According to Stags coach Garth
McGrail, the linksmen faced
"tough competition" against the
likes of Xavier University of Cin- some experience against high level
cinnati, Florida International, Rice, tournament competition since only
George Washington, and eventual one team member had played in
champion University of Hartford. this tournament previously."
Rusty Magner took Fairfield' s low
Darren McKinnon followed
medalist honors with a three round
Magner as Fairfield's top finisher.
total of 267 .
His First round total of 86 paced
Although the golfers did not
the Stags on opening day and this
fare very well against their formilow one-round total was equalled
dable foes, McGrail was optimisby John Popovich on day two, and
tic about some of the things he saw
by Magner on day three.
in the weekend competition. "This
Although McGrail was
tournament was a good opportunity for us to compete and gain pleased with his team's effort, he

knows that they can be better. "It
(the tournament) shows we need
tournament readiness. We need to
be tournament tough in order to be
competitive. Hopefully by playing in these fall tournaments we
can gain that toughness."
McGrail said that he hopes
to find five consistent starters during the team's fall tournament
schedule so that he can parlay that
consistency into victories when the
spring MAAC schedule rolls
around.

